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ABSTRACT

Introduction

The outbreak of COVID-19 has differentially affected countries in the world, with health infrastructure and other related vulnerability indicators playing a role in determining the extent of the COVID-19 spread. Vulnerability of a geographical region/country to COVID-19 has been a topic of interest, particularly in low- and middle-income countries like India to assess the multi-factorial impact of COVID-19 on the incidence, prevalence or mortality data.

Datasets and Methods

Based on publicly reported socio-economic, demographic, health-based and epidemiological data from national surveys in India, we compute contextual, COVID-19 Vulnerability Indices (cVIs) across multiple thematic resolutions for different geographical and spatial administrative regions. These multi-resolution cVIs were used in regression models to assess their impact on indicators of the spread of COVID-19 such as the average time-varying instantaneous reproduction number.

Results

Our observational study was focused on 30 districts of the eastern Indian state of Odisha. It is an agrarian state, prone to natural disasters and one of the largest contributors of an unprotected migrant workforce. Our analyses identified housing and hygiene conditions, availability of health care and COVID preparedness as important spatial indicators.

Conclusion

Odisha has demonstrated success in containing the COVID-19 infection to a reasonable level with proactive measures to contain the spread of the virus during the first wave. However, with the onset of the second wave of COVID, the virus has been making inroads into the
hinterlands and peripheral districts of the state, burdening the already deficient public health system in these areas. The vulnerability index presented in this paper identified vulnerable districts in Odisha. While some of them may not have a large number of COVID-19 cases at a given point of time, they could experience repercussions of the pandemic. Improved understanding of the factors driving COVID-19 vulnerability will help policy makers prioritise resources and regions leading to more effective mitigation strategies for the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond.

**Keywords:** COVID-19 Vulnerability, Vulnerability Indices, Health Indicators, Time-varying Reproduction Number, Bayesian Model Averaging.
WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN

Measuring vulnerability to COVID-19 and other pandemics is a complex and layered subject. In Low-to-Middle-Income Country (LMIC) like India, complete reliance on incidence, prevalence or mortality data of the disease may not be the best measure since this data from the health system and DHS in public domain is limited.

ADDED VALUE OF THIS STUDY

To our knowledge, this is the first study at the district level concerning the COVID-19 situation in Odisha, characterized by a large tribal and migrant population. We defined vulnerability through relevant socio-economic domains that have an influence on mitigation strategies. Although we applied our methods to the districts of Odisha, we believe they can be used in other LMIC regions.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS

Regions with higher overall or theme-specific vulnerability index might experience potentially severe consequences of the COVID-19 outbreak demanding precise, dynamic and nimble policy decisions to prevent a potentially dire situation.
INTRODUCTION

The outbreak of the highly infectious coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), emerged in China and spread widely globally.\(^1\) As of July 16, 2021 India recorded more than 31 million confirmed cases, of which around 425,000 (1.4%) were active, more than 30 million (97.3%) recovered, and more than 412,000 (1.3%) have died.\(^2\) India, with a population of more than 1.34 billion, has a high population density of 454 people/km\(^2\), almost 3 times that of China,\(^3\) and faces multiple challenges to tackle COVID-19.\(^4\)

While a lot of research has focused on clinical outcomes, epidemiological modelling, and transmission dynamics of the novel coronavirus,\(^5\)\(^6\) less focus has been placed on preponderance of risk and vulnerability to contracting the disease ascribed to social economic environment. Emerging studies have begun to report on the impacts of social vulnerability on COVID-19 from an incidence and outcome standpoint.\(^7\)\(^8\) However, the resolution of most studies has been at the global or country level, and less attention has been paid to a sub-regional or sub-national level. This is important in the Indian context as the district is the unit for administrative management and delivery of health services.\(^9\)

Vulnerability in the present context of COVID-19 is more than just the risk of contracting the disease.\(^10\) It is described as a dynamic concept—a person or a group might not be vulnerable at the onset of the pandemic, but could subsequently become vulnerable depending on policies and response at the country or state level.\(^11\) The term vulnerability implies a measure of risk or consequences associated with socio-economic factors and financial, mental, and physical coping mechanisms resulting from a system’s ability to cope with the pandemic.\(^5\)\(^12\)

Vulnerability manifests itself in different forms. Beyond epidemiological vulnerability to COVID-19 (e.g. elderly people and individuals with comorbidities), low and middle income
countries (LMICs) such as India are characterized by other concerns - transmission vulnerability (e.g. population density, household and social structures, mobility, livelihood imperatives, hygiene infrastructure), health system vulnerability (e.g. availability of formal health care providers, intensive care), and vulnerability to direct control measures (e.g. impact of quarantines, lockdowns, self-isolation, disrupted social interactions). Poor public health infrastructure places India at a strategic disadvantage in this pandemic since it increases the risk of exposure to vulnerability.

To this end, we created an interactive algorithm to estimate the COVID-19 Vulnerability Indices (cVI’s) across multiple geographical districts to COVID-19 and inform our understanding of the most potentially vulnerable district(s). We hypothesize that more vulnerable districts are less able and prepared to prevent, detect, and respond to COVID-19 spread, whereas more-resilient districts are better able to do so. We computed vulnerability indices across five factors - socioeconomic and demographic composition, housing and hygiene conditions, availability of health-care facilities, preparedness of COVID-19, and epidemiological factors. These factors were then individually and collectively assessed to identify geographical locations that are disproportionally exposed to the risk of infection and/or disease severity over the pandemic timeline across the districts of Odisha an eastern state in India which has reasonably managed to contain the virus in spite of poor infrastructure and limited resources.

DATASETS AND METHODS

Data description

District level data on the social, demographic, economic, housing & hygiene, health, preparedness of COVID-19, and epidemiological profile for the state of Odisha were collected from national and state-level surveys and dashboards in India, as summarized in...
Supplementary Table 1. We expanded the concept and computed vulnerability under different thematic domains, extending beyond social vulnerability to accommodate vulnerability contextual to the COVID-19 pandemic. More specifically, we considered five themes, which are important in the context of the COVID-19 epidemic in India, particularly for management of COVID-19 infection in the community, as described in Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1. The datasets were available in different formats and at different spatial resolution, necessitating pre-processing and/or modelling before being input to the framework for constructing the cVI's.

The COVID-19 epidemic might be associated with far reaching and prolonged socioeconomic and demographic consequences. Epidemic-induced economic shock will mostly be felt by the middle and lower-income sections of society, and therefore it is important to consider the socioeconomic and demographic condition of a population when creating a vulnerability index. We used indicators relating to population dynamics since it affects the rate of transmission of the virus, education since it affects cognitive functioning, understanding of health and utilisation of healthcare, and also status of work due to its influence on resources and possession of assets as a proxy for poverty. In total, four indicators (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1) were used to define the Socioeconomic demographics. Furthermore, Housing and hygiene conditions, particularly uncontaminated and safe drinking water sources, healthy sanitation behaviour, and clean fuel for cooking, are important factors in COVID-19 transmission since they form the first line of defence against the infection. Exposure to smoke associated with the use of unclean or solid fuels is associated with harmful health effects as well and thus constitutes an important domain of vulnerability. We considered a total of three indicators in this group, namely, clean drinking water, non-shared toilet facilities and clean fuel for cooking (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1).
Two indicators were used to define availability of healthcare (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1). The management of an epidemic and the treatment seeking ability of a population depend on easy and affordable access to well capacitated health-care systems and health security, and thus should be included in the vulnerability index. The preparedness of COVID-19 was represented by four indicators (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1). The ability of a country/region to respond to the pandemic depends heavily on the healthcare systems capacity and preparedness. Besides, there are several known epidemiological factors and underlying medical conditions that might put a population at risk of higher morbidity and mortality from COVID-19 infection and thus merit inclusion in the vulnerability index. We considered six such indicators to define epidemiological factors (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1).

District-level COVID-19 count data on confirmed cases, deaths and recoveries were obtained from the COVID-19 India Dashboard.

**Computation of relative COVID-19 vulnerability indices**

The district-level covariates considered for the analyses varied in their scales and interpretations and covered a range of continuous (e.g., per capita Net District Domestic Product i.e., NDDP), count (e.g., district-wise population) and percentage/proportion (e.g., percentage of households with improved sanitation) data. The cVI’s were computed following a similar methodology to that developed by Flanagan and colleagues, used by the Center for Disease Control to compute social vulnerability indices for each census track in the USA. For the purposes of downstream interpretations and analyses, we aggregated these variables into unified vulnerability indices offering two major advantages. First, transforming them to a common scale of values between 0 to 1, with lower values (closer to 0) indicative of low vulnerability, and analogously higher values (closer to 1) indicative of higher
vulnerability allows coherent interpretations across the different indices. Second, the common scale also allows us to extract regression coefficients and other associated metrics at comparable scales from models with more stable fits, as we show below.

We considered a total of 25 district-level indicators grouped into five broad themes, as described in the previous section and in Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1. The amount of risk associated with a particular value of an indicator is interpreted as how detrimental its effects are on the population. The risk is higher towards the terminal value of an indicator where it is potentially causing a worse influence. In other words, the risk is high for high values of those indicators (covariates) which have negative influence on the population (e.g., disease proportion for districts); likewise, the risk is low for high values of those indicators which have a positive influence (e.g., hospital/bed counts). We adapt the algorithm by Acharya and Porwal, 2020 for the calculation of the relative vulnerability indices for each district. The algorithm consists of three steps, as summarized in the left panel of Figure 2 and mathematical derivations are provided in Supplementary Text Equations 1-3. We compute indicator-specific relative cVI, theme-specific cVI and an overall vulnerability index (oVI) for each district.

**Estimation and summarization of time-varying reproductive number (R)**

We refer to the effective reproduction number as ‘R’ throughout, which is similar to the concept of R₀ in typical compartmental epidemiologic models but different in the sense that R₀ is a constant that is inherent to the virus and the affected population and is not time-varying or impacted by interventions such as social distancing or lockdown, which is the case for R. We compute two scalar summaries of location and dispersion of the time series thus obtained, named instantaneous R (iR, Supplementary Text Equation 4) and variability in R (vR, Supplementary Text Equation 5) respectively, that are used in downstream regression
models. The iR captures the average behaviour of the R-curve over the past two weeks from the last observed time point.

**Regression analyses using summaries of time-varying R profiles**

We undertake regression analyses using the summaries of R profiles (iR and vR) as response variables and the cVIs (theme-specific and within-theme) as our covariates, to identify the associations of these cVIs with the R summaries and estimate the extent to which changes in the cVIs impact them. The cVIs corresponding to the themes socioeconomic and demographic indices (cVlSD), housing and hygiene conditions (cVlHH), preparedness for COVID (cVlPC), epidemiological factors (cVlEF), and availability of health care (cVlAH) lead to a final regression model of the following form,

\[ iR = \beta_0 + \beta_1 cVlSD + \beta_2 cVlHH + \beta_3 cVlPC + \beta_4 cVlEF + \beta_5 cVlAH + \text{error}. \]

We used a Bayesian procedure to fit our regression models and details regarding the prior structures and model fitting procedure are in Supplementary Text Equation 6. Briefly, the \( \beta \)'s quantify the amount of change in iR due to one unit change in the corresponding vulnerability index (i.e. movement from least vulnerable to most vulnerable). We used posterior inclusion probabilities (PIPs) as estimates of variable importance in the fitted model, summarizing the relative contributions of the covariates towards explaining the variability in iR across districts. We also fit similar models using iR as the response variable and within-theme cVIs as the covariates (five models, one for each theme). The details for these models are in Supplementary Text Equation 7. Correspondingly, we fit overall (Supplementary Text Equation 8) and theme-specific (Supplementary Text Equation 9) models using vR as the response.

**Ethics and patient/public involvement**
Our study does not involve the participation of patients or any members of the public. All data used in this study are aggregated and publicly available, as listed in the beginning of this section and in Supplementary Table 1.

RESULTS

Interpreting COVID-19 susceptibility and vulnerability indices

Using the indicators listed in Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1, we developed an area-based composite COVID-19 susceptibility and vulnerability indices at the district level for Odisha, with a framework towards providing policy makers with some indication on which districts are likely to be most susceptible or vulnerable to a COVID-19 outbreak and specifically where the Government should potentially target its resources and accordingly plan data-driven intervention strategies. The elicited results from these indices are presented below. We first summarize the case incidence data across the 30 districts of Odisha at both state and district levels between the dates May 1, 2020 – Apr 15, 2021 in Figure 3. Figure 3A indicates that there is a spike in cases in the month of May following which during the last phase of lockdown and the first phase of unlock till June end, the reported cases remained relatively stable. This could be due to either strict lockdown and associated measures or undercounting of cases due to limited testing capacity. Following Unlock 2.0 in the month of July there is a steady rise in the cases reported. From the end of July, through Unlock 3.0 till early September, a steep rise in the reported cases is witnessed. Figure 3B shows that from mid-September onwards, the rate of cases being reported has apparently slowed down again. In more recent times, a new spike is being observed, beginning during April 2021. Figure 3C indicates that during lockdown, the SARS-CoV-2 was mostly active in districts such as Cuttack, Deogarh, Dhenkanal, Kalahandi, Koraput, and Puri (showing high values of R in red). They continue to show high values of R in the subsequent unlock phases as well,
excluding Koraput, which shows days with relatively low values of R in the period after Unlock 4.0 indicating that the district has managed to reduce the incidence. All districts showed moderate and controlled values of R during Unlock 5.0 to 7.0, but the R tended to increase in the initial months of 2021. Figure 3D indicates that as of the first fortnight of April 2021, all the districts experience $R > 1$, i.e., further growth of the pandemic over this period.

Figure 4 shows that the spatial map of the of the cVI’s along with the epidemic spread across all the districts of the state, with the colour grading of the districts indicating the oVI values and the sizes of the dots indicating iR values. Clearly, all the districts have iR larger than 1. On observation of the spatial plots for overall vulnerability for Odisha, some dissimilarities among the vulnerability index and district wise cases are witnessed. The districts of Malkangiri, Nabrangapur, Rayagada, Mayurbhanj have relatively high oVI values, as seen in Figure 4A. Within these, Mayurbhanj shows a relatively low iR value. On the other hand, districts like Sambalpur and Balasore have high values of iR despite having low oVI values. Not all these results are along the direction of our expectations. Hence, we further explore the individual theme level indices based on Figure 4B-F, with the colours of the districts now indicating the theme-specific cVI values.

For cV$_{SD}$, districts like Ganjam, Balangir, and Kendrapara show relatively high cVI with relatively low values of iR compared to the five districts with highest iR. Districts such as Gajapati, Sambalpur, Kandhamal, and Boudh show high values of iR despite having low cVI values for this theme (Figure 4B). For cV$_{HH}$, districts like Malkangiri, Kandhamal, Boudh have high cVI values as well as high values of iR. On the other hand, districts like Puri, Cuttack and Bargarh have low iR values as well low values of cVI (Figure 4C). For cV$_{AH}$, we see that the expected pattern of relatively high cVI associated with high iR is generally followed. The districts of Gajapati, Deogarh, and Boudh fall in this class. However, districts
such as Kendujhar and Nuapada are exceptions (Figure 4D). Similarly, for cVI_{PC}, districts like Gajapati, Deogarh and Malkangiri have high values of both cVI and IR. On the other hand, districts like Koraput, Puri, and Subarnapur have low values of both metrics. However, there are exceptions where the iR and cVI are in opposite directions such as the districts of Balasore, Sambalpur, and Sundargarh (low cVI, high iR) and Rayagada and Jajpur (high cVI, low iR) (Figure 4E). For cVI_{EP}, we see that the districts of Ganjam, Puri, Rayagada, and Koraput show relatively low iR despite a high cVI. Boudh, Sambalpur, and Balasore, on the other hand, show low cVI with high iR values (Figure 4F).

All districts have an iR greater than 1 in the second wave. Figure 4G shows that three clusters of districts with most common vulnerability were identified where red, blue, and green colour indicates high, moderate, and low iR districts respectively. The theme in bold is the most commonly occurring vulnerability in the cluster. Districts with relatively higher iR are more influenced by preparedness of COVID, housing and hygiene and availability of healthcare. In other districts with moderate iR, socio-demographic and epidemiological factors have more influence. Districts with relatively lower iR are more influenced by preparedness for COVID. District preparedness indicators influence R more and this is further accentuated by socio demographic and household variables.

We also observed clustering patterns in the overall as well as individual theme spatial plots. Similar shades of VI values are clustered in regions. Highly vulnerable districts (darker shades) are clustered around the southern and south-western regions of the state whereas lower vulnerability districts (lighter shades) are clustered near the central and northern part of state in case of overall vulnerability. Similar patterns are exhibited by theme level vulnerability indices like epidemiological factors, socioeconomic and demographic factors. COVID preparedness and housing and hygiene condition themes display different clustering patterns. These two sets of clusters exhibit differing sets of iR values. Nevertheless, the
analysis devised from Figure 4 is largely correlative, and the interpretations are based on visual inspections. Hence, in order to understand the explicit dependence between the covariates (cVIs) and responses (iR and vR), we present the results of our Bayesian linear regression analysis next.

Figure 5 and Supplementary Figure 1 summarize the relative ranking for the overall and theme-specific vulnerability indices in terms of their PIPs along with the signs of the estimated regression coefficients with iR as the response. In the absence of any other information, since the cVIs are all interpretable in ‘the higher the worse’ direction, we would largely expect the signs to be positive. Figure 5A displaying the relative importance of the different theme-specific cVIs confirms that the cVI_{HH} is the ranked the highest, followed closely by cVI_{PC} and cVI_{EF}. Only one out of these five themes cVIs yield a negative coefficient – cVI_{SD} ($\beta = -0.04, sd = 0.15$).

To further investigate the actual association of the themed cVIs on iR, we also summarize the theme-specific models in Figure 5B-C and Supplementary Figure 1A-C. Except for cVI_{SD} and cVI_{EF}, most of the indicators in all the other groups show intuitive (positive) direction of the coefficients. For each theme, a few indicators stand out, such as – literacy rate (cVI_{SD}), clean fuel and improved drinking (cVI_{HH}), and public hospitals (cVI_{AH}). Specifically, for Figure 5C, all cVI_{PC} are calculated in a way such that the higher the cVI, the lower the availability of the corresponding resource is for a district, and vice-versa. As can be seen from the signs of the estimated regression coefficients on top of the bars in Figure 5C, for each of these cVIs, an increment in vulnerability (decrease in availability of the resource) causes the iR, and hence the pandemic spread, to increase. For example, for the cVI with the highest importance in this category, the number of temporary medical camps set up in rural regions, a unit increment in the cVI (movement from least vulnerable to most vulnerable among all the districts) increases the mean of the iR by an estimated quantity of 0.33.
Supplementary Figure 2 offers the summaries of the similar regression models with vR as the response.

DISCUSSION

The present study makes a novel attempt to examine heterogeneities in the underlying socioeconomic vulnerabilities related to COVID-19 risk across districts in the eastern state of Odisha using a composite index. Using districts in Odisha as an example, we have developed a cVI that can be adopted by the healthcare, public health and data science communities for designing more effective intervention strategies. Mapped to the districts, the vulnerability indices provide information that is useful for emergency response planning and mitigation at a relatively granular level and can help support response planning for the current and future epidemics (Figure 4G).

The heat map (Figure 3C) shows if the districts show patterns of “red” or “green” zones, indicating the burden of cases over the pandemic timeline. From the end of September 2020 cases begin to decline gradually plateauing towards the end of December 2020. From April 2021, all districts show a high burden of cases as well as high values of iR. In the beginning of April 2021, increased infection rates were reported from the western and southern border districts. The pattern of vulnerability identified show that the majority of the districts that are tribal as well as vulnerable to natural disasters also show high overall and socio-economic vulnerability and high number of cases for COVID-19. Many tribal districts display vulnerability across all themes. Across the state higher vulnerability districts are mostly clustered in the southern and south-western region of the state. Our findings about clustering of districts has been reflected in previous studies which have identified clusters of vulnerable districts to COVID-19 at the national level in India as well as social and epidemiologically vulnerable clusters at the sub-county level in Kenya. 7 Another study at the
subnational level also identified clusters of socially vulnerable districts to the Ebola virus disease (EVD) in Africa.\textsuperscript{38}

**Socioeconomic and demographic composition**

Poor socioeconomic conditions may be associated with a poorer recovery, reflecting the importance of this theme. In addition to such indicators, access to impaired health-care services and facilities can also significantly deteriorate immune response and patient recovery. Most districts that report a poor literacy rate as compared to the state average also have a higher iR.\textsuperscript{39}

**Housing and hygiene conditions**

The lack of proper home structure and the lack of access to minimum resources, such as water and basic sanitation in districts can increase the risk of illness due to COVID-19, as observed with other respiratory diseases.\textsuperscript{40} For example, poor quality housing is associated with certain health outcomes, damp housing can lead to respiratory diseases such as asthma while overcrowding can result in higher infection rates.\textsuperscript{41} Recent research has identified SARS-CoV-2 in the faeces of COVID-19 patients suggesting possible ‘faecal–mucosal transmission’ in public toilets or areas with poor sanitation. Most districts which show high number of cases in the second wave have poor coverage of sanitation (Malkangiri-17%, Nabrangapur-16%, Kandhamal-17%, Boudh-16%) as compared to those districts reporting lower cases (Ganjam-41%, Cuttack-39%, Khordha-47%).\textsuperscript{19}\textsuperscript{42} Further, previous research has demonstrated that lack of access to clean water and sanitation facilities leads to exacerbation of viral transmission of viral infections like the respiratory Avian influenza H7N9 virus.\textsuperscript{43} As per the National Family Health Survey (NFHS-4) in 2016, Odisha has one of the of the highest rates (65%) for open defecation. There is a significant urban–rural disparity with the proportion practising open defecation ranging from 28.3% in urban to 72.4% in rural areas in
Odisha. Many of the vulnerable districts have large populations living in rural areas where open defecation is common. It is important to generate public awareness about the risk of COVID-19 and precautions to avoid the same. This is further supported by the findings related to safe sanitation practices and exposure to mass media that seem to be associated with significantly lower risk of COVID-19 in other parts of India.

**Availability of health-care facilities**

Access to healthcare is lower in disadvantaged and marginalised communities - even in countries which have universal healthcare systems. In Brazil, unequal distribution in resources have resulted in regional and social healthcare inequalities. The Ebola outbreak in Africa (2014-2016) has demonstrated the importance of timely and quality healthcare from resilient health systems to prevent, detect, and respond to diseases of pandemic potential. The state of Odisha has 83% population living in rural areas and has a deficit of health infrastructure. The state has a significant shortfall of doctors, specialists and health human resources in rural areas with one Sub-centre (SC) for 5,551 people, one Primary Health Centre (PHC) for 28,822 persons and one Community Health Centre (CHC) covering a population of 98,469. This deficit is more pronounced in the Aspirational Districts (ADs) which have limited coping-up capacities. Our model shows that in the second wave certain aspirational districts have recorded a greater number of cases. However, our findings reveal that infrastructure measures taken for COVID-19 preparedness are not significantly associated with instantaneous R. Preparedness of COVID was an important factor in the 11 districts that have reported lower iR (Figure 4G). The Government of Odisha adopted a decentralised approach by setting up temporary medical camps (TMC) for the migrant influx at the Gram Panchayat level to arrest community spread of the virus. Such camps enable early detection and action to contain the spread of infection. Historically, camps offering
institutional quarantine facilities have been at the core of multicomponent strategies for controlling communicable disease outbreaks.\textsuperscript{47}

**Epidemiological factors**

In the COVID-19 pandemic, obesity was identified as a major risk factor has been shown associated with disease progression.\textsuperscript{48} Research has shown that people with underlying uncontrolled medical conditions such as diabetes; hypertension; lung, liver, and kidney disease; cancer patients on chemotherapy; smokers; transplant recipients; and patients taking steroids chronically were at increased risk of COVID-19 infection.\textsuperscript{49} Brazil reported a prevalence of 83\% of comorbidities in around 17,752 COVID related deaths, with the leading two comorbidities being chronic heart disease and diabetes.\textsuperscript{50} Odisha also had a prevalence of 33.7\% of obesity rates.\textsuperscript{19} Districts such as Deogarh, Boudh, and Nabrangapur that showed high number of cases in both the waves also have significant numbers of people living with co-morbidities such as obesity, diabetes, and hypertension.\textsuperscript{19} While developing responses to tackle the current epidemic and future pandemics it would be useful to note that districts that have high epidemiological susceptibility need enhanced vigilance (through special rapid-action teams) to avoid transmissions..

**CONCLUSION**

This paper constructs a multidimensional vulnerability index to account for both long-term structural vulnerabilities as well as the recent weaknesses uncovered by the pandemic. It contributes to the debate on vulnerability measurement by contrasting a narrow focus on epidemiological or environmental vulnerability with a multi-dimensional approach to assessing vulnerabilities at granular sub-regional levels. The vulnerability index has highlighted the relative vulnerability of certain districts as compared to others. Acknowledging the diversity, varying needs and priorities of the different districts in this
state, our study provides information that can help detailed planning at subnational levels. Vulnerability assessment such as the cVI’s proposed in this paper, can provide an understanding of real-world situations and be used for pandemic planning at a subnational level for other states as well as in other LMICs.

Limitations

Data-related limitations were encountered when computing the vulnerability indices due to use of secondary data that are subject to constant variation. Several variables including mobility between districts could not be accessed during the analysis. Also, the most recent data from the national surveys are not yet available and might not have captured vulnerability well in certain districts where rapid changes may have occurred. Further, due to the lack of granular data, the epidemiological indices data are not updated to 2021 and their trends are likely to have changed. Along with the known issue of underreporting of COVID-19 cases due to the limited availability of tests and the capacity of local surveillance services, there were deficiencies in investigating deaths due to the disease, with possible underreporting there as well. Therefore, a similar analysis performed on a bigger and possibly more representative sample obtained via large-scale population-level testing may have yielded better explanations. Fortunately, our analysis pipeline offers a dynamic Bayesian option to update the inferences with incoming data providing more granular, detailed, and in-depth views of the true scenario, and can be adapted suitably to any other geographical region of interest in context of the disease.
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**FIGURE CAPTIONS**

**Figure 1:** Summary of the five themes and the underlying variables used to compute the vulnerability indices. Each primary rectangle connected to the central overall vulnerability index box contains the name of one theme, and the corresponding sub-labels list the
indicators included within that theme. All data sources are summarized in Supplementary Table 1.

**Figure 2:** Schematic representation of data layers and approaches of the analyses performed. The left panel exhibits the three-stage procedure used to define the indicator-specific, thematic and overall Vulnerability Indices (cVIs). The right panel summarizes the processing of time-varying R to define instantaneous R (iR) and variability (vR) summaries and their usage in the Bayesian model averaging-based regression models with the cVIs as covariates.

**Figure 3:** Summary of estimated time-varying R and COVID-19 incidence across Odisha districts.

**Panel A.** Estimated time-varying R and 95% CI during May 1, 2020 – April 15, 2021 for Odisha. The red and the green horizontal lines indicate R = 2 and R = 1, respectively. The vertical lines indicate the beginnings of the national lockdown and unlock periods as labelled.

**Panel B.** Daily incidence of reported COVID-19 cases during May 1, 2020 – April 15, 2021 for Odisha. The vertical lines indicate the beginnings of the national lockdown and unlock periods as labelled.

**Panel C.** The heat map of discretized estimated time-varying R shows the progression of COVID-19 in the state of Odisha over time. The map is read from left to right, and colour coded to show the relative numbers of new cases from May 1, 2020 – April 15, 2021 by the 30 districts of the state.

**Panel D.** The forest plot of instantaneous R and 95% CI at April 15, 2021 for the 30 districts and the entire state of Odisha. The left and right vertical lines indicate R = 1 and R = 2, respectively.
Figure 4: Summary of overall and themed vulnerability indices and iR across the 30 districts of Odisha.

Panel A corresponds to the overall vulnerability index and Panels B-F depict the five themed vulnerability indices, as mentioned in the individual panel titles. The size of the red dots are proportional to the corresponding instantaneous R (iR) at April 15, 2021. Panel G summarizes the clusters of districts colour-coded and categorized by iR with associated vulnerability themes - socioeconomic and demographic (SD), housing and hygiene conditions (HH), preparedness for COVID (PC), epidemiological factors (EF), and availability of health care (AH). Colours red, blue, and green indicate high, moderate, and low iR districts respectively. The theme in bold is the most commonly occurring vulnerability in the cluster.

Figure 5: Summary of regression models for instantaneous R with the vulnerability indices as covariates.

Panel A corresponds to the themed vulnerability indices constituting the overall vulnerability index and Panels B-C depict the indicators within the themes ‘Availability of Health Care’ and ‘COVID Preparedness’, as mentioned in the individual panel titles. In each case, a Bayesian model averaging-based linear regression model is fit using instantaneous R as response and the indicators/themes as covariates. The heights of the bars indicate the posterior inclusion probabilities for the covariates in the fitted models, and the labels on top of the bars indicate the signs of the estimated coefficient as obtained in those models.
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